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Sent:
To:
Subject: Report from JF meeting with IRU in May

JF met IRU Secretariat in Brussels ( ) ahead of the finalisation of
the road initiatives. IRU presented in detail the draft position paper hereby attached. IRU also explained the 
difficulty to achieve consensus among its members on sensitive issues such as the posting of workers. JF noted a 
large convergence of views on issues such as

- The inclusion of LCV
- The clarification of the conditions of withdrawal of good repute
- The extension of ERRU and the harmonisation of risk-rating practices
- The simplification and increase of controls on cabotage requirements
- The use of e-documents

And explained that IRU input on bus and coaches and combined transport would be welcome for the preparation of 
the related initiatives due by the end of 2017.
IRU indicated its intention to approach other cabinets, Council delegations and MEPs to support the Commission 
initiatives.
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